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Abstract
We compute the superpartner masses in a class of models with gaugino
mediation (or no-scale) boundary conditions at a scale between the GUT and
Planck scales. These models are compelling because they are simple, solve the
supersymmetric flavor and CP problems, satisfy all constraints from colliders
and cosmology, and predict the superpartner masses in terms of very few
parameters. Our analysis includes the renormalization group evolution of the
soft-breaking terms above the GUT scale. We show that the running above the
GUT scale is largely model independent and find that a phenomenologically
viable spectrum is obtained.
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I. INTRODUCTION
The soft-breaking terms in the Minimal Supersymmetric Standard Model (MSSM) need
to have a very special form for the model to be viable. Generic mass matrices for the
squarks and sleptons lead to unacceptably rapid flavor-changing and lepton-number-violating
processes. Similarly, the tri-linear soft-breaking breaking A-terms also require fine tuning
for the MSSM to agree with experiment. It is important to explore models which naturally
solve the flavor fine-tuning problem.
The rates for flavor-changing processes induced by the soft masses are proportional to
the ratios of the off-diagonal mass squares to the diagonal ones. In order to make such ratios
small one needs to minimize the off-diagonal terms or increase the flavor-preserving masses.
Examples of natural scenarios are gauge mediation [1,2] and anomaly mediation [3], which
produce diagonal mass matrices due to the universality of the gauge coupling, and effective
supersymmetry [4], which postulates large soft masses for the first two generations, for which
the experimental constraints are most stringent. The popular minimal supergravity [5]
model does not contain a solution to the flavor problem, instead one simply assumes that
the higher-dimensional operators which produce the scalar masses are flavor preserving.
It has been noticed that in “gaugino-dominated” models the flavor problem is less se-
vere [6]. If at a high scale gaugino masses are larger than other soft parameters at that scale,
then at low energies the soft masses consist of large flavor-conserving masses with smaller
flavor-violating components. This is because the renormalization group running induces
(positive!) universal soft scalar masses proportional to the gaugino masses. The generated
scalar masses are flavor universal because couplings to gauginos are generation-independent.
The most appealing gaugino-dominated scenarios have no soft masses for squarks and slep-
tons and no A-terms at a high scale MBC . Since at the high scale there are no masses
and no A-terms, the only sources of flavor violation are the Yukawa matrices, thus the
supersymmetric flavor problem is solved by a “super-GIM” mechanism [7].
Gaugino domination also alleviates the supersymmetric CP problem because the only
sources for new phases are the gaugino masses, µ, and B. Two phases can be rotated away
by field re-definitions, leaving only one possible new phase. For the special case B = 0 the
supersymmetric CP problem is solved automatically.
In fact, the special boundary conditions with vanishing superpartner masses and A-
terms are theoretically well motivated. They arise, for example, in no-scale supergravity [8]
or in the recently constructed higher-dimensional “gaugino mediation” models [9–11]. In
gaugino mediation the MSSM matter fields are confined to a brane in higher dimensions.
Supersymmetry is assumed to break on a distant parallel brane. Extra dimensional locality
forbids direct couplings between the two branes and thereby suppresses all soft masses
which involve MSSM matter fields (squark and slepton masses, A-terms). Gauge fields and
gauginos propagate in the bulk and couple directly to supersymmetry breaking, allowing for
the generation of gaugino masses.
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Extra-dimensional locality only forbids scalar masses at energies large compared to the
compactification scaleMBC . At long distances the theory is four-dimensional and masses are
generated from renormalization as usual. The compactification scale in gaugino mediation
corresponds to a free parameter. Gauge coupling unification motivates us to choose MBC >
MGUT , and an upper limit on MBC is given by the length scale at which Nature becomes
non-local, presumably the string scale or Planck scale. In no-scale supergravity the scale
MBC at which soft scalar masses vanish is related to the string scale. In the following we will
treat MBC as a free parameter subject to the constraint MGUT ≤MBC ≤MP lanck, and refer
to the boundary condition of vanishing scalar masses and A terms as gaugino mediation.
Clearly this scenario is very appealing and it is crucial to ask if it is phenomenologically
viable. For the particular choice of MBC = MGUT one finds that the stau is the lightest
superpartner (LSP) which is problematic because the calculated relic abundance of stable
staus exceeds experimental limits by many orders of magnitude. This observation is often
conceived as a failure of no-scale models and has motivated construction of models with
new fields at intermediate scales to modify the renormalization group equations. In this
paper we repeat the analysis for general MBC ≥ MGUT and find the good news that the
problematic stau-LSP is very special to MBC ≈ MGUT . For compactification scales slightly
higher than MGUT the stau mass gets a large new contribution from running in the unified
theory above MGUT which lifts its mass above the mass of the Bino. This results in a very
satisfying cosmological picture with a Bino-LSP.
Usually, the renormalization above the GUT scale is ignored (see, however, Refs. [12–15]).
There are two seemingly good reasons for this negligence, we find that both are invalid. The
first reason given is that log(MBC/MGUT ) is negligibly small compared to log(MGUT/Mweak).
However, we find that the smallness of the logarithm is compensated for by much larger group
theory factors which arise in GUT theories. In particular, the right-handed sleptons receive
only very small contributions from running below the GUT scale because they carry only
hypercharge, but above MGUT they are unified into a much larger representation with large
corresponding group theory factors. The second reason is that the renormalization group
equations above MGUT are necessarily model-dependent. Obviously, GUTs have more fields
than just the MSSM multiplets and the adjoint field needed to break the GUT symmetry
to the Standard Model gauge group. For example, there must be additional multiplets that
guarantee the splitting of the doublet and triplet Higgs fields. All such new GUT-scale fields
appear with model-dependent SUSY couplings. However, this does not necessarily imply
that the running of all soft parameters above the GUT scale is model dependent. As we
will demonstrate in gaugino mediation most of the soft masses decouple from the unknown
physics and many predictions can be made in a model-independent fashion.
In the next two sections we describe the renormalization group analysis above (Section II)
and below (Section III) MGUT in detail. We find that the number of model-independent
predictions that can be obtained is related to the form of the boundary conditions at MBC .
General gaugino mediation boundary conditions allow arbitrary soft Higgs masses [10,16],
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a B-term and gaugino masses at the scale MBC . We show that in this case the spectrum
of the first two generations and the ratios of gaugino masses can be predicted. When
only M1/2 and B are non-zero at MBC one can also predict third generation scalar masses.
Finally, when B is also set to zero one obtains the boundary conditions of Minimal Gaugino
Mediation [11]. In this case the entire superpartner spectrum can be predicted in terms of
just two parameters: M1/2 and MBC . We conclude in Section IV.
II. RENORMALIZATION ABOVE THE GUT SCALE
In this section we discuss the renormalization of soft mass parameters above the grand
unification scale, which we take to be MGUT = 2 10
16 GeV. We first briefly summarize the
situation in a general SUSY-GUT with soft masses and then turn to gaugino dominated
scenarios such as gaugino mediation or no-scale supergravity. We assume that there is a
direct coupling of supersymmetry breaking to the gauginos. Then the (one-loop) “anomaly
mediation” [3] contributions to superpartner masses are always negligible.
A. General case
A realistic GUT theory requires a number of new fields above the GUT scale for breaking
the GUT symmetry, splitting the Higgs doublets and triplets, and possibly also for generating
flavor. There exists a large number of different proposals for addressing all these problems,
but unfortunately present day experiments do not allow us to single out a unique “GUT
Standard Model”. Not knowing the exact spectrum and couplings above the GUT scale
makes it impossible to perform a reliable renormalization group calculation of all superpart-
ner masses above the GUT scale. A conservative approach would then be to parameterize
our ignorance by assuming general non-universal but GUT-symmetric superpartner masses
at MGUT . To simplify and to avoid conflicts with experimental bounds on flavor viola-
tion one often assumes that the soft parameters are approximately flavor symmetric. This
approximation can be poor for third generation scalar masses which can be significantly
modified because of the large Yukawa couplings. However, the first and second generation
Yukawa couplings are presumably small also above MGUT and can therefore be neglected in
the running. Then the one-loop renormalization of the soft scalar masses for the first and
second generation depends only on the unified gauge coupling and is flavor-universal. It is
therefore possible to compute the running of these soft masses and one can make predictions
if they are known at some high scale. The results of this running are well-known [17].
B. Gaugino domination
In gaugino-dominated scenarios the situation is different. In gaugino domination one
assumes that the scalar masses as well as the tri-linear soft terms vanish at some high scale
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MBC , and their low-energy values are generated from the renormalization group. Thus at
the scale MBC ≥ MGUT the non-vanishing mass parameters are the universal gaugino mass
M1/2 and the supersymmetry preserving and violating Higgs mass parameters µ and B. In
addition, one could also have soft masses for the Higgs fields, but for the time being let us
assume that mHu and mHd are zero at MBC .
As we will see below, µ does not enter any renormalization group equation for the soft
terms neither above nor below MGUT . Since we do not have a physical principle which tells
us the value of µ at the high scale, this means that there is no need to run the value of µ.
In the phenomenological analysis we simply work with its low-energy value. B also does not
enter any renormalization group equations. However, Minimal Gaugino Mediation predicts
B = 0 at the high scale, it is therefore important to predict the low-energy value of B from
the renormalization group running between MBC to Mweak.
The evolution of the unified gaugino mass between MBC and MGUT is easily determined
because at one loop M1/2 simply tracks the evolution of the unified gauge coupling
d
dt
1
g2
= −2bGUT d
dt
M1/2
g2
= 0 . (2.1)
Here we defined t = 1/(16pi2) log(M/MGUT ). The renormalization group equations for all
other soft masses above MGUT are
1
d
dt
m2
10
=
3
2
d
dt
m2
5¯
=
3
2
d
dt
m2
5
= −144
5
g2M2
1/2 , (2.2)
d
dt
Au =
8
7
d
dt
Ad = 2
d
dt
B =
192
5
g2M1/2 , (2.3)
for the case of SU(5) and
d
dt
m2
16
=
5
4
d
dt
m2
10
= −45g2M2
1/2 , (2.4)
d
dt
Au,d =
7
4
d
dt
B = 63g2M1/2 , (2.5)
for SO(10). On the right-hand side of these equations we assumed that all soft masses except
M1/2 are negligible. This is a very good approximation at energies near MBC where they all
vanish but becomes worse if significant scalar masses are generated from the renormalization
group running.
Note that all dependence on unknown couplings above the GUT scale has dropped out
of Eqs. (2.3) and (2.5). The remaining model dependence lies in the choice of grand unified
group and in the evolution of the GUT gauge coupling (specifically bGUT ).
1We define the soft mass parameters A and B such that they multiply the Yukawa couplings and
µ in the Lagrangian, respectively. For example, Lsoft ∼ AtYt 10 105HU +Bµ5HU 5¯HD .
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The solutions to these renormalization group equations are most easily written by using
Eq. (2.1) to replace M1/2(µ)→M1/2(MGUT )α(µ)/αGUT and defining
I4 =
∫ tBC
0
g4dt = α2GUT log(
MBC
MGUT
)
1
1− bGUTαGUT
2pi
log( MBC
MGUT
)
, (2.6)
I6 =
∫ tBC
0
g6dt = 4piα3GUT log(
MBC
MGUT
)
1− bGUTαGUT
4pi
log( MBC
MGUT
)
(1− bGUTαGUT
2pi
log( MBC
MGUT
))2
. (2.7)
We find for SU(5)
m2
10
=
3
2
m2
5¯
=
3
2
m2
5
=
144
5
M2
1/2 I6 , (2.8)
Au =
8
7
Ad = 2B = −
192
5
M1/2 I4 , (2.9)
and for SO(10)
m2
16
=
5
4
m2
10
= 45 M2
1/2 I6 , (2.10)
Au,d =
7
4
B = −63 M1/2 I4 , (2.11)
where from now on M1/2 stands for the unified gaugino mass evaluated at MGUT .
Now all soft supersymmetry breaking at the GUT scale is determined in terms of the five
parameters M1/2, µ, B, I4 and I6. I4 and I6 are given in terms of the two parameters bGUT
and log(MBC/MGUT ). Note that I4 and I6 are small enough for our approximation (ignoring
all soft masses except for the gaugino mass) to be valid unless the denominators in Eqs.( 2.6)
and (2.7) go to zero. But the same vanishing denominators also appear in the evolution of
the gauge coupling. Therefore our approximation is good if and only if the theory stays
perturbative up to the mass scale MBC . For example, for
MBC
MGUT
= 10 perturbativity allows
a beta function coefficient bGUT as large as 50. Note that this leaves sufficient room for non-
minimal Higgs sectors above MGUT because the minimal SU(5) theory only has bGUT = −3,
an extra generation adds 2 and extra adjoint superfields contribute 5. If the theory above
the GUT scale has large new Yukawa couplings, for example a coupling of Hu and Hd to
a GUT adjoint superfield, then terms proportional to scalar masses on the right hand side
can make contributions to scalar masses which become important for large MBC ∼MP lanck.
This can be seen from the numerical solutions to the renormalization group equations of the
minimal SU(5) model with gaugino mediation boundary condition presented in Ref. [15].
This discussion changes if we allow non-zero supersymmetry violating masses m2Hu and
m2Hd at MBC . Not only is the running of these masses very sensitive to new physics above
the GUT scale (such as the doublet-triplet splitting mechanism or a non-minimal GUT
Higgs sector), but also the third generation scalar masses are now model dependent because
of contributions proportional to the large Yukawa couplings. Thus, in this case model-
independent predictions are only possible for the first and second generation scalar masses.
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III. THE SPECTRUM
In this section we discuss the superpartner masses which result from running from the
compactification scale all the way down to the weak scale. Throughout the discussion we
assume that the gravitino mass is larger than the gaugino masses. This assumption is
important for the phenomenology of the model. Parametrically, in gaugino mediation one
finds m3/2 =
√
V m1/2 where V > 8 is the volume of the extra dimensions in fundamental
Planck units [9,10]. We proceed by presenting three qualitatively different scenarios. All
three scenarios have vanishing squark and slepton masses and A-terms at the high scale
but they differ in the assumptions made about the Higgs sector. In scenario A we allow
general soft Higgs mass parameters m2Hu , m
2
Hd
, B, and µ. In B we specialize to models with
vanishing non-holomorphic masses m2Hu = m
2
Hd
= 0. And in C we also assume B = 0, so
that the only remaining mass parameters of the model are M1/2, µ,MBC and MGUT . In the
last section we also give three example superpartner spectra corresponding to representative
sets of model input parameters which satisfy the Mg˜M boundary conditions.
We solve the one-loop renormalization group equations of the MSSM [18] below the GUT
scale numerically. We include the effects of third generation Yukawa couplings and neglect
the smaller Yukawa couplings. The GUT scale boundary conditions for all couplings follow
from the analysis in Section II. Note that there are no threshold contributions to the su-
persymmetry breaking parameters in the DR renormalization scheme from integrating out
the heavy GUT gauge bosons and gauginos. Explicitly, this follows because diagrams renor-
malizing the scalar masses with heavy GUT gauginos in a loop have vanishing finite pieces
in DR. At the weak scale we use a one-loop improvement for the Higgs potential [19,20]
which captures the effect of top loops below the stop mass threshold. The top loops modify
the coefficient of the (H†uHu)
2 quartic term and represent the dominant correction to the
mass of the lightest Higgs particle. The accuracy of this approximation is to better than 10
GeV [21], when the running top quark mass mtop(mtop) is used for the calculation.
A. General Higgs mass parameters
When we allow Higgs masses m2Hu and m
2
Hd
at the scaleMBC then only the soft masses of
the first two generations and gaugino masses can be predicted without knowledge of details
of the GUT physics. It is convenient to use the average soft Higgs mass (m2Hu +m
2
Hd
)/2 and
the difference m2Hu −m2Hd as input parameters. The average Higgs mass does not contribute
directly to first and second generation scalar masses. Indirectly, it does contribute to scalar
masses through weak-scale D-terms, but for large enough tanβ these D-terms can be written
universally in terms of the W and Z masses. The difference does contribute because it
generates a D-term for hypercharge. This D-term is proportional to the renormalization
group invariant quantity S defined as
S = m2Hu −m2Hd + Tr(m2Q − 2m2U +m2E +m2D −m2L) = m2Hu −m2Hd
∣∣∣
MGUT
, (3.1)
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where the second equality is valid only at the GUT scale because the squark and slepton
masses in the trace are GUT symmetric and therefore drop out of the equation. The D-term
mass shift for each scalar at the weak scale is simply
δm2i = −
6
5
yi S
∫
0
tweak
g2
1
dt ≃ −.078 yi S . (3.2)
We first specialize to the case with no D-term for hypercharge, i.e. m2Hu = m
2
Hd
at
MGUT . Figure 1 illustrates the evolution of soft masses for the first two generations and
the gauginos from MBC > MGUT to the weak scale. At MBC the soft masses vanish and
evolve according to SU(5) RGEs down to MGUT . For the purpose of this plot we assumed
SU(5) unification therefore the 5¯ and 10 evolve at different rates. The gaugino masses are
unified between MBC and MGUT . Below MGUT the RGEs respect only the symmetries of
the Standard Model. The evolution depends on the gauge charges of the fields. Gaugino
masses and scalar masses are proportional to the squares of the gauge couplings. As a result,
colored fields are always heaviest and have masses about four times larger than fields with
only hypercharge.
log   (   /GeV)10 µ
[G
eV
]
4 6 8 10 12 14 16 18
100
200
300
400
500
600
FIG. 1. Evolution of the soft masses of the first two generations (solid) and the gauginos
(dashed) as a function of renormalization scale µ. The input parameters are M1/2 = 250 GeV,
MBC = 2 · 1017 GeV, and vanishing hypercharge D-term S = 0. The scalar fields are, from the
lightest to heaviest at the weak scale, the right-handed selectron, the left-handed sleptons, the
right-handed down and up squarks, and the left-handed squarks. The gaugino masses start at a
nonzero value at MBC . At the weak scale the gluino is heaviest and the Bino lightest.
The effects of the running above the GUT scale are depicted in Figure 2. Scalar masses
receive additive GUT-symmetric contributions from the running above MGUT . This effect
is most important for scalars which do not receive large masses from running below the
GUT scale. The mass shifts are proportional to the Casimirs of the corresponding unified
representations, thus they are larger in SO(10) compared to SU(5).
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FIG. 2. Weak scale superpartner masses as a function of log(MBC/MGUT ). The common
gaugino mass is 250 GeV at MGUT and we take S = 0. The lightest particle is the neutralino, its
mass is independent of MBC . The sleptons are, from the lightest to the heaviest, the right-handed
selectron, the left-handed sneutrino, and the left-handed selectron. The solid lines correspond to
the running in SU(5), dashed lines correspond to SO(10).
A non-vanishing D-term introduces the additional input parameter S. The S-dependence
of the first and second generation scalar masses is easily accounted for by using equa-
tion (3.2). The effects of the D-term are largest for the lightest superpartners. In Figure 3
we show the slepton masses for the case of SU(5) GUT group and three different values
log (M    /M     )BC      GUT
[G
eV
]
1 2 3 4
100
120
140
160
180
200
220
240
FIG. 3. Weak scale superpartner masses as a function of log(MBC/MGUT ) for three different
values of S = −M2
1/2, 0,+M
2
1/2. We take M1/2 = 250 GeV and GUT group SU(5). The lightest
particle is the neutralino, its mass is independent of MBC . The other solid lines correspond to,
from lightest to heaviest, the right-handed selectron, the left-handed sneutrino, and the left-handed
selectron for S = 0, as in Figure 2. Dashed lines correspond to S = −M2
1/2 and dotted lines to
S = +M2
1/2. Note that left- and right-handed slepton masses are shifted in opposite directions.
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of S. The mass shifts from the hypercharge D-term are in opposite directions for left- and
right-handed sleptons.
Note that the hypercharge D-terms also contribute to stau masses and may be responsible
for lifting the right-handed stau mass above the Bino mass in models where MBC =MGUT .
This has been used in Refs. [10,16].
B. m2Hu = m
2
Hd
= 0
When the Higgs masses are zero at MBC , the Yukawa couplings do not significantly con-
tribute to the running above the GUT scale. Therefore the running for all three generations
can be computed model independently. For fixed M1/2 and MBC , B and tan β are related
at the minimum of the Higgs potential. Thus, we can express B in terms of tanβ or vice
versa.
The relation between B at the high scale and tanβ is depicted in Figure 4 for different
values of MBC . It is clear that a value of B can be picked for any values of tanβ and MBC .
It is therefore more convenient to treat tan β as an input parameter, as is usually done in
analyzing supersymmetric theories.
tan β[Ge
V]
10 20 30 40 50
-100
100
200
FIG. 4. The dependence of B, evaluated at MBC , on tanβ. We take M1/2 = 250 GeV, the
different curves correspond to log(MBC/MGUT ) = 0, 1, 2, 3, 4 from left to right, respectively.
Since the ratio of the bottom and top Yukawa couplings depends on tan β the masses
of the third generation particles vary with tanβ. In particular, the mixing between left-
and right-handed sleptons increases with tanβ. As a result one of the mass eigenstates
becomes lighter with increasing tanβ. Figure 5 illustrates this strong dependence in case of
the right-handed stau.
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tan β
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90
100
110
120
130
140
150
FIG. 5. Masses of the right-handed selectron, stau, the lightest Higgs and neutralino as a
function of tan beta. The common gaugino mass is 250 GeV at MGUT and log(MBC/MGUT ) = 2.
C. m2Hu = m
2
Hd
= 0, B = 0
In minimal gaugino mediation all soft terms except for M1/2 (and µ) vanish at MBC .
The values of tan β which correspond to B = 0 can be determined easily from Figure 4
as a function of MBC . The two remaining parameters are M1/2 and the scale MBC . With
only two free parameters the theory is highly predictive. To a good approximation M1/2
sets the linear scale of all superpartner masses.2 The second parameter, log(MBC/MGUT ),
increases the slepton masses relative to gaugino masses. A more detailed discussion of Mg˜M
is contained in Refs. [11,15].
For demonstration, we present the spectra for three sample points of the parameter space
in Table I. The first point withM1/2 = 200 GeV (“light Mg˜M” scenario) is in the lower range
of experimentally allowed values of M1/2. This point will be probed in the near future by
the ongoing Higgs search at LEP II. The lighter chargino and the second lightest neutralino
can be observed at the Tevatron in the pp → χ±1 χ02 → 3l channel. While the chargino and
neutralino in the “light” scenario might evade Run II they are certainly within the reach
of Run III [22]. Our second and third points, with M1/2 = 300, 500 GeV – “intermediate
Mg˜M” and “heavy Mg˜M” scenarios – cannot be tested at LEP II, but the lightest Higgs is
within the reach of Run II at the Tevatron. The superpartners corresponding to the second
and third study points are too heavy to be seen at LEP or the Tevatron, but they are easily
within the reach of both LHC and NLC.
One can set an upper bound on M1/2 <∼ 600 GeV by requiring that the relic abundance
2Note that the lightest Higgs mass does not scale linearly with M1/2, because at tree level the
Higgs mass is bounded by MZ . Radiative corrections to the Higgs potential from top and stop
loops introduce a logarithmic dependence on M1/2.
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I. “light Mg˜M” II. “intermediate Mg˜M” III. “heavy Mg˜M”
Field mass Field mass Field mass Field mass Field mass Field mass
g˜ 520 g˜ 780 g˜ 1300
χ˜±
1
147 χ˜±
2
317 χ˜±
1
235 χ˜±
2
457 χ˜±
1
406 χ˜±
2
750
χ˜01 82 χ˜
0
2 148 χ˜
0
1 125 χ˜
0
2 236 χ˜
0
1 211 χ˜
0
2 406
χ˜03 294 χ˜
0
4 315 χ˜
0
3 441 χ˜
0
4 456 χ˜
0
3 739 χ˜
0
4 750
u˜L 478 u˜R 463 u˜L 720 u˜R 696 u˜L 1188 u˜R 1145
d˜L 485 d˜R 460 d˜L 725 d˜R 689 d˜L 1191 d˜R 1138
t˜1 351 t˜2 501 t˜1 535 t˜2 703 t˜1 906 t˜2 1117
b˜1 437 b˜2 497 b˜1 664 b˜2 735 b˜1 1121 b˜2 1195
e˜L 167 e˜R 126 e˜L 245 e˜R 183 e˜L 373 e˜R 235
ν˜e 147 ν˜τ 147 ν˜e 231 ν˜τ 231 ν˜e 364 ν˜τ 364
τ˜1 104 τ˜2 178 τ˜1 162 τ˜2 253 τ˜1 224 τ˜2 375
h0 108 H0 294 h0 115 H0 453 h0 122 H0 793
A0 294 H± 312 A0 453 H± 464 A0 793 H± 800
TABLE I. Masses of superpartners, in GeV, for Mg˜M study points I, II and III. They cor-
respond to parameter values “light” (M1/2 = 200 GeV, MBC/MGUT = 10, tan β = 17), “inter-
mediate” (M1/2 = 300 GeV, MBC/MGUT = 10, tan β = 17), and “heavy” (M1/2 = 500 GeV,
MBC/MGUT = 2, tan β = 12), respectively.
of Mg˜M Bino-LSPs does not contribute more than 0.1 to 0.3 to critical density [11]. We
find that in our “light” scenario Binos are not abundant enough to account for all cold dark
matter, whereas the “intermediate” and “heavy” scenarios are in the preferred region.
IV. CONCLUSIONS
We conclude that the MSSM with gaugino mediated supersymmetry breaking is not only
phenomenologically viable, but it also has a number of very attractive features:
• The model solves the supersymmetric flavor problem because the squark and slepton
masses which are generated from the renormalization group evolution are sufficiently
degenerate (and aligned [23]).
• It is theoretically well motivated. The vanishing of the scalar masses and the A terms
at high scales is a natural prediction of models with extra dimensions where MSSM
gauge fields are bulk fields, whereas the MSSM matter fields and the supersymmetry
breaking mechanism are localized on separate branes.
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• The Bino-LSP of these models makes a good cold dark matter candidate. Cosmic
abundances in the range Ωh2 = .1− .3 are obtained for right-handed selectron masses
in the range 150− 250 GeV as shown in [11,24].
• The model is very predictive because superpartner masses depend only on a small
number of input parameters. For example, in Mg˜M all superpartner masses can be
computed in terms of two parameters M1/2 and log(MBC/MGUT ). In the more general
case with non-vanishing soft Higgs masses atMBC all gaugino masses and the first and
second generation scalar masses are predicted in terms of the same two parameters
and possibly a hypercharge D-term S.
In our analysis of the model the renormalization group running above the GUT scale was
essential for determining the masses of the lightest scalar superpartners. Its most important
effect is that it raises the stau mass above the mass of the Bino. Precise measurements
of the superpartner masses would allow a determination of the small contributions from
running above the GUT scale [25]. Consistency with the gaugino mediation predictions
would constitute a decisive test of the scenario and allow an indirect measurement of the
GUT gauge group.
The framework is predictive because at the one-loop level above-the-GUT-scale model
dependence decouples from the soft supersymmetry breaking terms. This is a consequence
of vanishing scalar masses at MBC and would not be true for more general SUSY GUTs.
If the soft Higgs mass parameters m2Hu and m
2
Hd
are non-vanishing at the GUT scale then
the third generation scalar masses and Higgs masses become model-dependent, but first and
second generation scalar masses as well as gaugino masses can still be predicted. In this
case the hypercharge D-term proportional to m2Hu − m2Hd also plays an important role in
determining the lightest superpartner masses.
We have left studies of the collider phenomenology of these models for future work. In
particular, it would be interesting to determine the most promising signatures which allow
tests of this scenario and the implications for future colliders. As part of this analysis a more
accurate treatment of the renormalization group (two-loops) and weak scale threshold effects
would allow sharpened predictions for superpartner masses. This more accurate analysis is
necessary for comparison of our Higgs mass prediction with LEP II bounds. We also expect
interesting predictions for (and constraints from) flavor violating transitions such as b→ sγ
and µ→ eγ.
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